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Abstract

To gain insight into how vision guides eye movements, monkeys were trained to make a single saccade to a
specified target stimulus during feature and conjunction search with stimuli discriminated by color and shape.
Monkeys performed both tasks at levels well above chance. The latencies of saccades to the target in conjunction
search exhibited shallow positive slopes as a function of set size, comparable to slopes of reaction time of humans
during target present0absent judgments, but significantly different than the slopes in feature search. Properties of the
selection process were revealed by the occasional saccades to distractors. During feature search, errant saccades
were directed more often to a distractor near the target than to a distractor at any other location. In contrast, during
conjunction search, saccades to distractors were guided more by similarity than proximity to the target; monkeys
were significantly more likely to shift gaze to a distractor that had one of the target features than to a distractor that
had none. Overall, color and shape information were used to similar degrees in the search for the conjunction target.
However, in single sessions we observed an increased tendency of saccades to a distractor that had been the target
in the previous experimental session. The establishment of this tendency across sessions at least a day apart and its
persistence throughout a session distinguish this phenomenon from the short-term (,10 trials) perceptual priming
observed in this and earlier studies using feature visual search. Our findings support the hypothesis that the target in
at least some conjunction visual searches can be detected efficiently based on visual similarity, most likely through
parallel processing of the individual features that define the stimuli. These observations guide the interpretation of
neurophysiological data and constrain the development of computational models.
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Introduction

Neural correlates of visual selection and attention have been in-
vestigated in humans using neuroimaging (e.g. Corbetta et al.,
1995) and event-related potentials (e.g. Luck & Hillyard, 1995).
Information about neural mechanisms, though, must be obtained
from invasive procedures such as single-cell recording, inactiva-
tion, or lesions. Links between human cognition and nonhuman
primate physiology require employing behavioral tasks with mon-
keys that have a strong empirical and theoretical basis in human
psychophysics (e.g. Bowman et al., 1993; Hanes & Schall, 1995).

One such task is conjunction visual search which has been
pivotal in the development of theories of visual search and atten-
tion. Treisman and Gelade (1980), using conjunction search tasks,
found steep slopes of reaction time as a function of set size of
approximately 30 ms0item as compared to feature search with flat
slopes of approximately 3 ms0item. This finding among others was
interpreted as evidence that the search process was serial. How-
ever, the same results can be produced by limited-capacity parallel
search mechanisms (Townsend, 1976, 1990). Moreover, sub-

sequent experiments showed that some conjunction searches can
be performed efficiently as reflected by shallow slopes (Nakayama
& Silverman, 1986; McLeod et al., 1988; Wolfe et al., 1989)
leading to the development of models of visual search in which
selection is guided by the similarity between the target and dis-
tractors (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989), most likely through par-
allel processing of the individual features that define the conjunction
stimuli (Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe,
1994).

Search reaction time as a function of set size, however, pro-
vides only an indirect assessment of the mechanisms underlying
visual searches. To the extent that attention and eye movements are
functionally related (e.g. Sheliga et al., 1995; Kustov & Robinson,
1996), gaze provides another means of assessing the selection
process. In fact, recent evidence has shown that eye movements
are guided by the same selection process as attention (Kowler
et al., 1995; Deubel & Schneider, 1996). A parallel feature-based
selection mechanism operating during conjunction search would
predict that when gaze is not directed to the target, then a distractor
that shares target features would be fixated more often than one
that does not.

As part of our ongoing effort to understand how the brain
selects targets for saccadic eye movements (e.g. Schall et al. 1995a;
Thompson et al., 1996; see also Bichot et al., in press; Cepeda
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et al., 1998), we examined the saccades made by monkeys to a
target in a popout feature visual search and in a more complex
conjunction visual search. Whereas locating the target in feature
search can be achieved just by bottom-up saliency, locating the
target in conjunction search requires top–down knowledge of the
target properties. Little is known about how monkeys perform
conjunction visual search. Preliminary studies have measured re-
action time as a function of set size (Dürsteler & von der Heydt,
1992; Buracˇas & Albright, 1997). A study by Bolster and Pribram
(1993) in which monkeys reached toward the conjunction target
revealed a very steep slope of 60 ms0item, and there were more
errors to distractors that shared a target property than to distractors
that shared none. However, the response latencies in this study
were quite long and, unfortunately, saccades were not monitored.
In the present experiment, we determined whether the pattern of
reaction times of monkeys performing feature and conjunction
visual search corresponded to that of humans. We also examined
whether the endpoint of the first saccade made by monkeys during
conjunction search trials reflected the visual similarity of distrac-
tors to the target.

Methods

Subjects and surgery

Data were collected from oneMacaca mulatta(Monkey C) and
one Macaca radiata(Monkey F), weighing 9 and 5 kg, respec-
tively. The animals were cared for in accordance with the National
Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals and the guidelines of the Vanderbilt Animal Care Com-
mittee. The surgical procedures for the subconjunctival implanta-
tion of a scleral search coil and for the attachment of a stainless-
steel post to the skull to restrain the head during testing have been
described previously (Schall et al., 1995a).

Stimuli and apparatus

The experiments were under the control of two personal computers
using software developed by Reflective Computing (St. Louis,
MO), which presented the stimuli, recorded the eye movements,
and delivered the juice reward. Monkeys were seated in an en-
closed chair within a magnetic field to monitor eye position with
a scleral search coil (Robinson, 1963); eye position was sampled
at 250 Hz and stored with other event times on disk for off-line
analysis. Stimuli were presented on a Sony GDM-1936 video mon-
itor (70 Hz non-interlace refresh rate, 8003 600 resolution) viewed
binocularly at a distance of 57 cm in a dark room. The background
was uniform dark gray (CIE:x 5 205,y 5 234) with a luminance
of 0.07 cd0m2. The fixation spot was a white (30 cd0m2) square
subtending 0.1 deg, and was circumscribed within a larger, 0.2 deg
square outline of the same color and luminance which remained on
the screen at all times. The stimuli, spaced evenly on the circum-
ference of an imaginary circle (7 deg eccentricity) around the
fixation, were either red (CIE:x 5 621, y 5 345) or green (CIE:
x5 279,y5 615) matched for luminance (red: 2.29 cd0m2, green:
2.30 cd0m2), and could be either crosses or outline circles approx-
imately 1.5 deg across.

Behavioral training and tasks

Using operant conditioning with positive reinforcement, the mon-
keys were trained to perform a variety of visual tasks in which a

juice reward was contingent on accurately executing a saccade to
a target presented alone (detection trials) or with distractors (fea-
ture and conjunction search trials). Each experimental session started
with a block of approximately 100 detection trials that instructed
monkeys what the target would be in feature and conjunction
search trials during the daily session. The target stimulus could be
a combination of either of two colors (e.g. red or green) and shapes
(e.g. cross or circle); it was chosen pseudorandomly across exper-
imental sessions with the requirement that the same color0shape
combination was not used in two consecutive sessions. The detec-
tion trials began when the monkeys fixated a central fixation spot.
After a 500-ms fixation period, the fixation spot disappeared and
simultaneously the target stimulus was presented at a position
chosen randomly from among the 12 possible. The monkey was
rewarded for making a single saccade to the target and maintaining
gaze at its position for 500 ms. If the monkeys broke fixation
before stimulus presentation, made a saccade to a location other
than the target, made a saccade to the target but failed to fixate it
for the prescribed period, or did not initiate a saccade within 2 s of
target presentation, the trial was immediately aborted and the mon-
keys failed to receive the liquid reward. All stimuli were removed
from the screen approximately 40 ms after a trial abort. This un-
dermined an analysis of subsequent saccades but encouraged mon-
keys to find the target on the first saccade.

The block of detection trials was followed by a block of feature
search trials. The procedure for these trials was essentially the
same as for the detection trials except that the target was presented
along with distractors that differed from it in either color or shape;
the two resulting feature search types were alternated every 20 tri-
als. To measure the variation of reaction time as a function of set
size, the number of distractor items varied randomly across trials
such that displays contained either 4, 6, or 12 stimuli, but never the
same number of stimuli on two consecutive trials. In the twelve-
stimulus configuration, each stimulus was either on the horizontal
or vertical meridian, or 30 deg off the meridian. To avoid potential
effects associated with presenting stimuli at different locations
across display configurations, the positions of the stimuli in dis-
plays containing four and six stimuli were rotated randomly across
trials such that the target would appear on average at the same
locations as it would in the twelve-stimulus configuration. After a
few practice trials in each feature search condition to make sure
that monkeys were doing the task properly, each monkey ran at
least 500 feature search trials per session.

Following a short break, the experimental session was contin-
ued with a block of conjunction search trials. The procedure and
display configurations for the conjunction search were the same as
in the feature search condition except for the properties of the
distractor stimuli. The four-stimulus display contained, in addition
to the target, one distractor that had the target color but not the
target shape (hereafter referred to as thesame-colordistractor),
another distractor that had the target shape but not the target color
(hereafter referred to as thesame-shapedistractor), and finally one
that had neither the target color nor the target shape (hereafter
referred to as theoppositedistractor). In the six-stimulus display,
there was an additional same-color distractor and an additional
same-shape distractor. In the twelve-stimulus display, there were
four of each of the same-color and same-shape distractor, two
opposite distractors, and the last distractor was chosen randomly
across trials to be either a same-color or a same-shape one. With
these choices of distractors, the four- and six-stimulus displays
were balanced for the number of stimuli containing any given
shape or color, whereas the twelve-stimulus display contained one
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more item with the target color than items with the target shape, or
vice versa. Following practice trials that were not included in the
data analyses, each monkey ran at least 500 or more conjunction
search trials for that block in that session.

Following a 15–30 min break, another block of detection trials
was collected to re-familiarize the monkeys with the target; these
data also indicated whether the saccadic latencies of the monkeys
became longer as compared to the first block of detection trials, an
index of possible fatigue as the session progressed. We then usu-
ally ran a second and occasionally a third block of approximately
500 conjunction trials to investigate the constancy of the search
strategy used by the monkeys.

Results

Overall performance

Each monkey ran 24 sessions, with six sessions for each of the four
color-shape target combinations, yielding more than 80,000 trials
overall. For each monkey and each target type, the target attributes
in consecutive sessions changed twice in color only, twice in shape
only, and twice in both color and shape. Monkey C ran 49 blocks
of conjunction search and, monkey F, 46. As shown in Table 1, the
overall performance of the two monkeys in the various tasks was
quite similar. The monkeys performed all the visual tasks at levels
well beyond those predicted by chance performance although, not
surprisingly, the conjunction search task proved more difficult than
the feature search task. Furthermore, the performance of both mon-
keys clearly improves in feature searches with increasing set size,
whereas the opposite is true in conjunction search. Also, perfor-
mance appears to be somewhat better in color feature search than
in shape feature search.

To investigate the effect on accuracy of alternating the search
dimension every 20 trials during blocks of feature search, we
calculated the percentage of correct saccades in four successive
groups of five trials of search within a given feature dimension.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 1A. Both monkeys
made more errors in the first five trials following the switch of the
search dimension, and their performance stabilized within the next
five trials.

Saccade latency

The first part of our analysis compared the pattern of reaction
times of the monkeys to previous findings in human subjects. A

comparison of saccade latencies during feature and conjunction
searches is shown in Fig. 2. In general, saccade latencies of mon-
key C were shorter than those of monkey F. Both monkeys exhib-
ited much shorter latencies during detection trials (181 ms for
monkey C and 166 ms for monkey F) than they did during feature
or conjunction search trials. Also, for both monkeys, latencies
increased in the second block of detection trials (200 and 213 ms,
respectively, for monkeys C and F). Finally, both monkeys exhib-
ited latencies about 10 ms longer to targets defined by shape than
to targets defined by color in feature search.

During feature search, the slopes of saccade latency as a func-
tion of set size were significantly greater than zero for monkey C
(1.5 ms0item, two-tailedt-test: t23 5 5.9, P , 0.001) and signif-
icantly less than zero for monkey F (22.6 ms0item, t23 5 28.2,
P , 0.001). Having found that correct performance was affected
by the alternation of the feature search dimension, we investigated
whether search slopes were similarly affected (Fig. 1B). Similar to
the percent correct measure of performance, we found that search
slopes were affected in the first five trials following the switch in
search dimension, after which time they appear to asymptote re-
flecting stable performance. Following the search dimension switch,
slopes are either more positive (monkey C) or less negative (mon-
key F). Average saccade latency is also similarly affected with
significantly longer latencies for both monkeys in the first five
trials following the switch (Fig. 1C).

In conjunction search, for both monkeys the slopes of saccade
latency as a function of set size were significantly different than
the slopes measured in feature search (two-tailed pairedt-test;
Monkey C:t235 6.0,P , 0.001; Monkey F:t235 9.0,P , 0.001).
Monkeys C and F performed similarly to one another with positive
search slopes of 3.6 and 4.3 ms0item, respectively. The average
shallow slope of 3.9 ms0item is comparable to if not shallower
than that obtained with human subjects in target present0absent
judgments using stimuli that support efficient search; for example,
Wolfe et al. (1989) report an average slope search of 7.5 ms0item
for a similar color-shape conjunction search. Thus, the pattern of
reaction times in macaques in feature and conjunction search cor-
respond to what has been observed in humans under comparable
conditions.

Although the conjunction search slopes obtained with ma-
caques in this study are much too shallow to be consistent with a
strictly serial search mechanism, the effect of set size on perfor-
mance appears to be greater when error rates are also taken into
account (i.e. more errors are committed by both monkeys as set
size increases in conjunction search). To determine whether the

Table 1. Overall percentage of correct initial saccades to the target in the various task conditions for each set size

Monkey C Monkey F

Set size Detection

Color
feature
search

Shape
feature
search

Overall
feature
search

Conjunction
search Detection

Color
feature
search

Shape
feature
search

Overall
feature
search

Conjunction
search

1 98.3 — — — — 97.1 — — — —
4 — 86.8 86.9 86.9 86.1 — 88.3 85.8 87.1 89.7
6 — 90.1 89.7 89.9 79.4 — 91.8 88.0 89.9 82.8

12 — 95.7 92.0 93.9 67.5 — 94.3 92.4 93.4 67.5

aPercentages of correct initial saccades based entirely on chance performance would be 25.0%, 16.7%, and 8.3% for 4-, 6-, and 12-item displays,
respectively.
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increase in error rates is due to a speed-accuracy tradeoff, we
examined whether monkeys made more errors on blocks of con-
junction search trials that were accomplished with shallower slopes.
The correlation between error rate and slope was not significant for
either monkey (monkey C:r 2 5 0.03,P . 0.05; monkey F:r 2 5
0.06, P . 0.05), revealing that the shallow slopes we observed
were not obtained by sacrificing accuracy.

Saccade endpoint

The main goal of our analysis was to determine how visual selec-
tion guided gaze. To accomplish this, we determined whether the
endpoint of the saccades made by the monkeys in conjunction
search reflected differences in the visual similarity of the various
distractors to the target. To determine whether a saccade was made
to a distractor’s location, we used a more conservative method than
that used in other studies which have assigned the saccade to the
stimulus nearest its endpoint. Using only trials in which monkeys
made a correct saccade to the target, we first determined the polar
coordinates of the average saccade to each of the 12 potential
stimulus locations. Whenever a saccade was not made to the target,
we determined the potential stimulus location with a polar angle
closest to the direction of the saccade made, and if that position
was occupied by a distractor, a saccade was considered made to
that distractor only if the amplitude of the saccade was within
625% of the average saccade amplitude for that stimulus position.
Of all trials in which the initial saccade was not made to the target,
88% (monkey C) and 94% (monkey F) were accounted for by
saccades to one of the distractors. The latencies of saccades made
to distractors were longer than the latencies of saccades made to
the target (an average difference of 6 ms for monkey C and 24 ms

Fig. 1. Short-term perceptual priming during feature search. Measures of
performance of feature search within a dimension (e.g. color or shape)
were analyzed separately in four successive groups of trials from the start
of the switch in the dimension of the feature search. Average percentage of
correct saccades to the target (A), slopes of saccade latency as a function
of set size (B), and average saccade latency (C) are plotted as a function of
trial number since the dimension switch for monkey C (triangle) and mon-
key F (square). Data from the three set sizes were combined for the average
accuracy and the average latency measures. In the first five trials following
the search dimension switch, monkeys made more errors, exhibited longer
saccade latencies, and performed the search with either more positive
(monkey C) or less negative (monkey F) slopes. Performance asymptoted
within the next five trials. The trends for the two monkeys are remarkably
similar.

Fig. 2. Saccade latency as a function of set size during feature and con-
junction visual search. Triangles plot average latencies of monkey C, squares
plot average latencies of monkey F, and solid circles plot the grand average
latencies of the two monkeys. Dashed lines connect average latencies
measured during feature search and solid lines connect average latencies
measured during conjunction search. Whereas the grand average slope of
saccade latencies as a function of set size is nearly flat during feature
search, the slope is positive during conjunction search.
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for monkey F). This saccade latency difference shows that sac-
cades to distractors were not the result of speed-accuracy tradeoff.

We determined the incidence of saccades to same-color, same-
shape, and opposite distractors. Because the relative number of
these different distractors varied within and across the three set
sizes, a normalization procedure was employed. We first computed
the percentage of saccades made to each distractor type in trials in
which an initial saccade was made to a distractor. Then, to account
for differences in these rates due to different numbers of each
distractor type in the displays which would be expected if monkeys
shifted gaze to distractors randomly, we divided the obtained per-
centages for each distractor type by the number of distractors of
that type in the display. Finally, to allow comparison across the
three set sizes, we normalized the last percentages so that the sum
of the percentages for the three distractor types would equal 100%,
regardless of set size. The value resulting from this normalization
will be referred to as theincidenceof saccades to the different
distractor types.

The distribution of the incidence of saccades to the different
distractor types is shown Fig. 3A. The mean values of the distri-
butions for each distractor type, as well as the values for each
monkey, are shown in Table 2. For both monkeys and for all three
set sizes, the incidence of saccades to a distractor with one of the
target properties was significantly different from the incidence of
saccades to a distractor with neither target property (Friedman
two-way ANOVA lowestx 2 5 56.1,d.f.5 2, P , 0.001) (Siegel
& Castellan, 1988). Subsequent group comparisons demonstrated
that the incidence of saccades to both same-shape and same-color
distractors was significantly greater than the incidence of saccades
to the opposite distractor (smallest mean rank difference was 1.12
for monkey C compared to the adjustedza 5 0.05 criterion level of
0.48 and was 1.22 for monkey F compared to a criterion level of
0.50). Also, the incidence of saccades to same-shape and same-
color distractors was not significantly different (largest mean rank
difference was 0.37 for monkey C and was 0.24 for monkey F).
Also, note that the distributions of gaze incidence to same-color
and same-shape distractors shown in Fig. 3A do not exhibit any
clear bimodality, suggesting that, across trials, both color and shape
information were used equally.

On closer inspection of the data, we also made the unexpected
finding that saccade target selection was affected by the history of
target properties across sessions. This effect, possibly reflecting a
form of long-term priming, revealed itself as a significantly in-
creased incidence of saccades to a distractor that was the target
during the previous session (Fig. 3B, Table 2). Having collected
data from two blocks of conjunction search trials in most sessions,
we determined that this priming effect was not limited to the first
few trials of conjunction search (besides the practice trials that
made sure that the monkeys were performing the task properly and
that were not included in the analysis). During the first block of
conjunction trials the average incidence of saccade to a distractor
was 49.0% when it was primed, and 25.5% when it was not.
Although this difference was somewhat smaller during the second
block (44.8% when primed and 27.6% when not), it was still
highly significant (Mann-WhitneyU test:z 5 23.7, P , 0.001).

We also investigated the persistence of this target trace between
sessions. Overall, 26 sessions were run 1 day apart, 14 were run
2 days apart, two were run 3 days apart, and six were run a week
or more apart. The ratio of saccade incidence to a distractor when
it was primed and when it was not primed was 1.9 for sessions
1 day apart, 1.5 for sessions 2 or 3 days apart, and 1.2 for sessions
more than a week apart. Thus, although diminishing with increas-

ing delay between sessions, this priming effect appears to last
around a week.

It is important to note that this priming effect does not under-
mine the original observation that gaze lands more frequently on
distractors that resemble the conjunction target than on those that
do not. This conclusion is due to the fact that the properties of the
targets on two consecutive sessions were counterbalanced, and the
fact that the delay between two consecutive sessions was the same
regardless of the correspondence of target properties between them
(Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA;x 2 5 4.7, d.f. 5 2). In fact,
inspection of Table 2 shows that when a given distractor that

Fig. 3. Analysis of endpoint of saccades directed to distractors during
conjunction search. (A) Distribution of saccade incidence to same-color
(filled circles, solid line), same-shape (open circles, solid line), and oppo-
site distractors (diamonds, dashed line). Saccade incidences were calcu-
lated separately for each set size in each block of conjunction search trials.
Thus, the total number of values of saccade incidence to each distractor
type was the product of the total number of conjunction blocks (49 blocks
for monkey C plus 46 blocks for monkey F) times the number of set sizes
(3). These values are plotted with a binwidth of 10%. The average value of
the distribution for each of the distractor types is shown in the lower right
corner of Table 2 (bold values). Monkeys shifted gaze to same-color and
same-shape distractors significantly more frequently than to opposite dis-
tractors. (B) Effect of target history across consecutive sessions on gaze
behavior. Incidence of saccades to same-color (black), same-shape (gray),
and opposite (unfilled) distractors are shown as a function of the target
properties in the previous session. Monkeys exhibited a tendency to shift
gaze to distractors that had been the target during the previous session.
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shared a target feature (i.e. same-color or same-shape) was the
target during the previous session, then the other distractor that
shared a target feature (i.e. same-shape or same-color) but was not
affected by this priming effect still attracted gaze significantly
more often than did the distractor that shared neither target prop-
erty. Furthermore, when there was a priming advantage for the
opposite distractor, same-color and same-shape distractors both
still attracted gaze significantly more often.

Finally, we investigated whether saccades made to distractors
showed any spatial relationship to the location of the target. In
other words, we determined whether monkeys were more likely to
make a saccade to a distractor near the target than to a distractor far
from the target. Comparing the average saccade rate to distractors
adjacent to the target to the average saccade rate to all other dis-
tractors, we found more frequent saccades to distractors near the
target during feature search than during conjunction search. The
ratios of the average number of saccades to distractors adjacent to
the target to the average number of saccades to the other distractors
for Monkey C was 2.6 (4-item display), 2.6 (6-item display), and
4.9 (12-item display). The corresponding values for Monkey F
were 1.8 (4-item display), 2.0 (6-item display), and 3.3 (12-item
display). In contrast, this spatial relationship was much weaker for
conjunction search (Monkey C: 1.2, 1.3, and 1.0; Monkey F: 1.5,
1.5, and 1.2). This observation demonstrates that saccades to dis-
tractors in conjunction search are guided more by their similarity
to the target than by their proximity to the target.

Discussion

In performing feature search monkeys, like humans, showed a
tendency to shift gaze to distractors near the pop-out target and
exhibited a short-term (,10 trial) priming effect when the feature
search dimension switched. In conjunction search monkeys, like
humans, exhibited very shallow slopes of reaction time as a func-
tion of set size. Also, when in error, monkeys selected a distractor
that resembled the target more often than a distractor that did not
and were less likely to select a distractor near the target than in
feature search. We also made the interesting observation that dis-

tractors that resembled the target of the previous session were
selected significantly more often than were the other distractors.

Relation to previous human performance studies

During feature search, the monkeys’ rates of correct initial sac-
cades to the target increased with increasing set size. This finding
is consistent with the operation of pop-out, or saliency detection
mechanisms in feature search. As the number of distractors de-
creases substantially, thereby decreasing the density of the ele-
ments, the relative saliency of the target decreases making its
detection less efficient. The increasing likelihood of making a
saccade to a distractor adjacent to the target as compared to other
distractors with increasing display size is also consistent with strong
saliency effects during feature search leading to automatic capture
of attention by singletons (e.g. Theeuwes, 1991; see also Findlay,
1997). The increasing efficiency in detecting the target with in-
creasing set size is also reflected in the negative slopes of reaction
time as a function of set size seen with monkey F. Negative slopes
in pop-out searches with set sizes ranging from 3 to 12 have also
been observed in human subjects (Bravo & Nakayama, 1992).
Monkey C, in contrast, exhibited positive search slopes perhaps
due to a relatively greater reliance on top–down factors than mon-
key F (for additional evidence of top–down influence on pop-out
search with monkeys see Bichot et al., 1996). In spite of this
curious difference in search reaction time slopes, because both
monkeys’ performance was the same on all the other measures our
interpretation is that they were using similar strategies in detecting
the target.

The effects on accuracy, saccade latencies, and search slopes of
alternating the feature search dimension show that extraretinal fac-
tors also play a role in feature searches. Nakayama and colleagues
have shown that repetition of the target and distractor properties or
the target location across trials during a pop-out search improves
performance (e.g. Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994, 1996). This ef-
fect, called perceptual priming, had a cumulative influence with a
time span of 5–8 trials or approximately 30 s. Our results show
remarkable quantitative similarity to those of Nakayama and col-

Table 2. Incidence (in percent) of initial saccades to the different distractor types during conjunction search for each set size and
previous session history

Monkey C Monkey F Both monkeys

Set size Set size Set size

Target during previous session Distractor type 4 6 12 Mean 4 6 12 Mean 4 6 12 Mean

Opposite Same-color 36.2 28.2 35.4 33.3 44.4 44.8 46.5 45.2 40.3 36.5 40.9 39.2
Same-shape 48.6 57.5 48.5 51.6 47.7 43.0 37.8 42.8 48.1 50.2 43.2 47.2
Opposite 15.3 14.3 16.0 15.2 7.9 12.3 15.7 12.0 11.6 13.3 15.9 13.6

Same-color Same-color 57.0 57.9 62.1 59.0 58.1 61.2 61.7 60.3 57.6 59.5 61.9 59.7
Same-shape 37.7 34.7 30.5 34.3 34.8 34.0 30.0 32.9 36.2 34.3 30.3 33.6
Opposite 5.4 7.5 7.4 6.7 7.1 4.8 8.3 6.7 6.2 6.1 7.8 6.7

Same-shape Same-color 25.0 23.5 29.8 26.1 29.5 36.0 35.1 33.5 27.2 29.8 32.5 29.8
Same-shape 71.3 72.8 66.5 70.2 67.6 61.0 58.2 62.3 69.5 66.9 62.3 66.2
Opposite 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 2.9 3.0 6.7 4.2 3.3 3.4 5.2 4.0

Mean Same-color 39.4 36.5 42.5 39.5 44.0 47.3 47.8 46.4 41.7 41.9 45.142.9
Same-shape 52.5 55.0 48.5 52.0 50.0 46.0 42.0 46.0 51.3 50.5 45.349.0
Opposite 8.1 8.5 9.0 8.5 6.0 6.7 10.2 7.6 7.0 7.6 9.6 8.1
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leagues, despite the fact that in our study distractor properties
changed across feature dimensions, whereas in those experiments
target or distractor properties varied within a feature dimension
(e.g. red among greenvs.green among red or red among blue or
blue among green). In the first five trials following the switch in
the feature search dimension, monkeys made more errors and were
slower in generating a saccade to the target. They also exhibited
more positive or less negative slopes, which may reflect an in-
creased reliance on top–down knowledge of the target properties
to locate it. Over the next five trials (e.g. trials 6–10), all three
measures of performance reached stable values, consistent with the
5–8 trial time-span estimate of Nakayama and colleagues.

Our results during conjunction search were gratifyingly similar
to what has been observed in humans using comparable stimuli;
the slopes of reaction time as a function of set size were shallow,
although they were significantly different from the slopes in fea-
ture searches. Such shallow slopes have been interpreted as evi-
dence that conjunction searches are performed by parallel processing
of the individual features that define the target (Wolfe et al., 1989;
Treisman & Sato, 1990). Although the effect of set size appears
greater when error rates are also taken into account, several pieces
of evidence strongly argue against the possibility that the monkeys
in our experiment performed conjunction searches in a strictly
serial manner. First, shallower search slopes did not yield more
errors, arguing against a speed-accuracy tradeoff. Similar increases
in error rate with set size during efficient conjunction search have
also been observed with humans without a correlation between
error rates and search slope (Wolfe et al., 1989). Further evidence
against a speed-accuracy tradeoff comes from the fact that saccade
latency in our experiment was not shorter in trials when monkeys
made an initial saccade to one of the distractors as compared to
trials in which they made an accurate initial saccade to the target.
Finally, even greater increases in error rate have been observed
with humans during a search for a randomly oriented T among
randomly oriented Ls that typically yields steep slopes on the order
of 20–30 ms0item (Wolfe et al., 1989).

Parallel feature-based models of search predict a higher inci-
dence of gaze shifts to distractors that share a feature with the
target than to distractors that share none. Our results confirm this
prediction. However, we should note that the gaze behavior of
monkeys in our experiment is also consistent with a theory of
visual search based on stimulus similarity (Duncan & Humphreys,
1989) that does not emphasize a distinction between serial and
parallel search, or one between feature and conjunction search.
According to this theory, search efficiency (as reflected by search
slopes as a function of set size) forms a continuum, decreasing
with increased similarity of targets to distractors or decreased sim-
ilarity between distractors. This theory of visual search would also
predict that distractors similar to the target (i.e. those that contain
a target feature) would be gazed upon more frequently than dis-
tractors that are dissimilar (i.e. those that share no target feature).
In fact, distinguishing between this account of visual search based
on similarity and the aforementioned accounts of visual search
based on feature-based parallel processing has been difficult (Treis-
man, 1991; Duncan & Humphreys, 1992; Treisman, 1992).

Similar observations about saccade target selection have been
made recently in humans by Findlay (1997; see also Williams,
1967). However, in Findlay’s study saccades were made much
more often to distractors that shared the target shape than to those
that shared the target color, whereas the monkeys in our experi-
ment used color and shape information equally. This different pat-
tern of results may be due to differences in the color and shape

properties of stimuli in the two studies or to the fact that Findlay
used more potential shapes than colors to define stimuli. In addi-
tion, in our study an extensive training period before data collec-
tion as well as running experimental sessions for many weeks
allow us to conclude that this distractor- or feature-specific gaze
behavior does not disappear with practice.

The fact that color and shape information was used equally in
our experiment pertains to yet another account of efficient pro-
cessing during conjunction search, namely the segregation hypoth-
esis (Treisman, 1982; see also Egeth et al., 1984). According to
this theory, attention can be allocated on the basis of one feature to
exclude a subset of the distractors, allowing a parallel feature
search within the remaining distractors. Our data show that, within
blocks, monkeys used both color and shape information to find the
conjunction target, making it unlikely that they were able to limit
search to one feature dimension, consistent with other findings
using human subjects (Treisman & Sato, 1990). It is nevertheless
possible that, although both feature dimensions were used within
blocks, a single feature dimension was used in individual trials.
However, if this were true, it would mean that, across trials, mon-
keys changed the feature dimension they were using to eliminate a
subset of the distractors to reduce the conjunction search to a
feature search. It does not seem plausible that monkeys do this,
especially considering the cost in performance of switching a fea-
ture search dimension found in this study.

A recent study by Zelinsky (1996) reports markedly different
gaze behavior by human subjects reporting target presence0absence
with button presses during conjunction search. Although gaze landed
near the target just before the button press signaling that the target
was present, saccades made during the search trial directed gaze
nearly equally to distractors that were similar or dissimilar to the
target. A major difference between Zelinsky’s study, on one hand,
and Findlay’s and our study, on the other, is the role attributed to
saccades. In Findlay’s and our experiment, subjects were required
to indicate the location of the target by fixating it. This was even
more crucial in our experiment than Findlay’s because monkeys
had to make the initial saccade from the fixation spot to the target
to receive reward. In contrast, in Zelinsky’s study, the subjects
were instructed to report target presence or absence with a key
press; no instructions were given with regard to eye movements in
the search process. Under these circumstances, eye movements
may reveal less about the mechanisms underlying the search pro-
cess because correct performance does not depend on accurate
target fixation.

Our results are also consistent with recent findings by Kim and
Cave (1995). During conjunction search, they found that letter
probes appearing at locations previously occupied by distractors
that resembled the target were more likely to be reported than were
letter probes at locations previously occupied by distractors that
did not resemble the target. Given the strong link between attention
and eye movements, increased attentional allocation to the loca-
tions of distractors that share target features would lead to an
increased probability of making a saccade to one such distractor
over a distractor that shares no target feature.

We also made the unexpected finding that monkeys during
conjunction search made more saccades to distractors that had
been the target in the previous session (see Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977 for related effects in humans). In contrast to the short-term
perceptual priming observed during feature search in this and other
studies (e.g. Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994), we observed a pro-
nounced priming effect in consecutive experimental sessions at
least a day apart, a clear priming influence in sessions 2 or 3 days
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apart, and even a weak influence for sessions a week or more apart.
We also observed that the priming observed during conjunction
search was more enduring, persisting throughout the entire session.
Hence, we conclude that the specific influence of experience on
performance we observed may be a more enduring manifestation
of the short-term priming observed in this and earlier studies.

Relation to neurophysiological studies

A number of studies have identified neural correlates of visual
selection and attention (reviewed by Desimone & Duncan, 1995;
Maunsell, 1995; Schall & Bichot, 1998). Some general properties
of the neural selection process are emerging such as parallel pro-
cessing of elements across the image and suppression of distractor
representations compared to target representations. However, the
present neurophysiological findings can account only partially for
the present observations of conjunction search.

The evidence from this and previous studies of color0shape
conjunction visual search indicates that the selection process is
most likely parallel. One line of physiological evidence for parallel
processing is the concurrent modulation of neurons responding to
all elements of a spatially extended array (e.g. Chelazzi et al.,
1993; Motter, 1994; Schall et al., 1995a; Thompson et al., 1996;
Luck et al., 1997). We infer that the similar distractor is confused
for the target more often than is the dissimilar distractor because
the neural representation of the similar distractor is suppressed less
effectively, permitting it access to the response production (in our
case saccade) system.

Conjunction visual search is a useful task precisely because
although the selection process must be based on bottom–up infor-
mation about the features of the elements, that information is in-
sufficient to identify the target. Subjects must employ some form
of memory to find the target with the predefined features. A hall-
mark property of neurons in striate and extrastriate visual areas is
selectivity for the features of stimuli such as form and color (re-
viewed in Rockland et al., 1997), and recent evidence has also
shown that some neurons in visual areas TEO and caudal TE are
selective for conjunctions of elementary features such as color and
shape (Tanaka et al. 1991; Komatsu & Ideura, 1993). These visual
neurons provide the necessary substrate for the selection process,
but top–down processing is needed to exert the influence of the
memory for the target properties. In fact, physiological studies
have provided evidence for modulation of visual responses in ex-
trastriate cortex by instructions and expectations (e.g. Bushnell
et al., 1981; Mountcastle et al., 1987; Chelazzi et al., 1993; Motter,
1994; Treue & Maunsell, 1996; Luck et al., 1997). To explain our
results, the signals from these visual areas must access the oculo-
motor system to influence saccade production. One such route is
through frontal cortex; visual areas V4, TEO, and caudal TE where
color and shape are processed are reciprocally connected with
frontal eye field (FEF) (Baizer et al., 1991; Schall et al., 1995b),
an area that plays a central role in the production of voluntary,
visually guided saccades (reviewed by Goldberg & Segraves, 1989;
Bruce, 1990; Schall, 1997). In FEF, we have observed neural cor-
relates of the visual selection of the target of an eye movement
(Schall et al., 1995a; Thompson et al., 1996, 1997). The initial
activation of visually responsive FEF neurons was the same re-
gardless of whether the oddball target or only distractors of a
pop-out search array fell in their receptive field. However, before
saccade initiation, the activity of these neurons evolved to discrim-
inate the target as reflected by an attenuation of the response
evoked by distractors, regardless of the particular feature dimen-

sion used (e.g. color or spatial frequency). However, in none of
these areas has a study been done using conjunction visual search.
The prediction suggested by our results is that the neural repre-
sentation of distractors that resemble the target will be less sup-
pressed than will be the representation of distractors that are
dissimilar to the target. The time and areas in which this pattern of
modulation is expressed will be crucial to determine because it
represents the flow of information and the evolution of processing
across the involved areas from early to final stages of selection.

To explain the persisting influence of the previous session’s
target properties on visual selection entails an enduring but not
permanent change in the neural representation of the target and
distractor features. Luck et al. (1997) have documented a baseline
shift in the activation of V4 neurons when monkey can anticipate
reliably the location of the target. This may be the basis for loca-
tion priming (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1996), but to explain the
bias we observed requires a change in the neural representation in
feature space. In monkeys doing feature search with just one of the
complementary search arrays (e.g. only red among green), we have
found that around half of FEF visual responses exhibit an early,
initial selectivity for the learned target which was unlike what we
observed in monkeys trained to search for the target in both com-
plementary arrays (Bichot et al., 1996). This type of change in the
neural representation might account for the priming effect we ob-
served in conjunction search.

Conclusion

An understanding of the neural basis of visual selection requires a
concerted effort of performance studies, computational models,
neuroimaging, and neurophysiology. Progress will be accelerated
if common tasks with sound empirical and theoretical foundations
are employed so that results can be compared across laboratories
and experimental methods. Finding that monkeys do conjunction
search, a paradigm originally developed in human cognitive stud-
ies, and that their performance can reveal interpretable properties
of the selection process provides a sound basis for future neuro-
physiological studies across many visual and visuomotor areas of
the brain.
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